Technical Rider GOLAN

Requirements:
1. PA: Any modern Brand-PA-System which fits the Venue.
We prefer systems like, L-Acoustics, D&B Audiotechnik, Meyer. Feel free to use
Out-Fills, In-Fills and Delay-Lines to hit the Audience whenever needed.
The audio system should be able to provide 110 dB SPL in mixing position and 102 db in
distant locations with a uniform frequency response of 40 Hz to 18kHz +/- 3; The PA should
be aligned and in phase before soundcheck.

2. FOH: We use our own console. Please provide CAT5 cable from stage to mixing
position and another CAT5 back-up line.
English-speaking technician for FOH-support during soundcheck.
3. MONITOR: Side fills ( one mix) + drum fill wedge monitor +bass .

4. OTHERS: we need a cat5 cable run from stage to mixing position. Max length 100
m.

5. STAGE:
- 8m x 6m minimum for outdoor at a height of minimum 80 cm ( 8/4m only for
indoor).
- Drum Riser 3/2 m/40 cm(h) with wheels for fast change over. We need 220V/60Hz
on stage (European plugs).
- For festivals or big stages setups and fast change over times please provide
additional risers as:
- 2pcs - 2/2m/20cm(h) with wheels - DJ and Keyboard Player Riser
- 1 pcs X 1/2 m with wheels – 20 cm Conga Riser
- 1 pcs 2/2m/20cm(h) with wheel – Guitar/Bass

6. ELECTRICITY: 10kw consumption for lights, 2kw consumption for audio. 32A
power distro with ( 4X220V schuko circuits for lights, 2 X220V shuckpo circuits for
audio).
7. LIGHTING : We use our own console (Martin M2GO).
- Please provide enough space for console and operator at FOH.
- Please provide 1 DMX line from stage to FOH.
- Please provide 1 Audio line from stage to FOH for SMPTE Timecode.
- Please provide 1 Artnet line to FOH position for synching all the other fixtures with
our programming.
All changes must be discussed with our manager: Alin Anastasescu
(bookinggolan@gmail.com; +40748845771).
8. VIDEO:
-

1 HDMI cable to the right DJ Desk or in case we confirm a touring VJ - 1
HDMI cable at FOH

Backline Rider GOLAN
No Backline needed.

